Supplementary Figure 4. ROC analysis showing how well Socioaffinity finds known interactions
Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve showing true-positive rate (TPR) versus false-positive rate (FPR) where socioaffinity thresholds were systematically lowered. The data are divided into three categories depending on whether both proteins, one protein or neither protein from each interacting pair was tagged in the experiment. Note the better performance of the reverse tagging (both tagged) relative to the others.
Supplementary Figure 5. Proteins identifying or identified by NUDC
Network showing proteins that identified NUDC when tagged (left) or retrieved with NUDC was tagged (right). Shapes denote different protein classes, and the size of each protein reflects its overall abundance as deduced by averaged protein counts from PaxDB in terms of where they were in the ranks of all human proteins. Proteins with gold boundaries are those from the Syscilia gold standard and those within our protein complexes are shaded other than grey. Protein labels in larger, bold, italicised text are those that had significant socioaffinities with NUDC in the final landscape. 
Supplementary

MS datasets
Illustration of how sub-complex architecture diminishes with less complete datasets. 'Bioplex (socioaffinity)' shows the network derived for IFT-B from the recently published human TAP dataset.
'217 baits' shows the complex derived from our data. Networks to the right and below show the effect of removing parts of the dataset, either by skipping the repeats ('no repeats') or considering only half (109) or a quarter (55) of the baits (or both). We generated random sets multiple times and got different results, illustrating a 'luck of the draw' effect both with regard to which baits and interestingly with regard to which repetition of each bait was taken (these are illustrated twice for each simulated scenario and labelled 'random set 1' or 'random set 2'. All networks are generated socioaffinity- Error bars represent the s.e.m.
